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Abstract. Linked Data is largely adopted to share and make data more
accessible on the web. A quite impressive number of datasets has been
exposed and interlinked according to the Linked Data paradigm but the
quality of these datasets is still a big challenge in the consuming process.
Measures for quality of linked data datasets have been proposed, mainly
by adapting concepts defined in the research field of information sys-
tems. However, very limited attention has been dedicated to the quality
of linksets, the result of which might be important as dataset’s quality in
consuming data coming from distinct sources. In this paper, we address
linkset quality proposing the linkset importing, a novel measure which
estimates the completeness of dataset obtained by complementing SKOS
thesauri with their skos:exactMatch-related information. We validate the
proposed measure with an in-house developed synthetic benchmark: ex-
periments demonstrate that our measure may be adopted as a predictor
of the gain that is obtained when complementing thesauri.

1 Introduction

Linked Data is largely adopted by data producers such as European Environment
Agency, US and some EU Governs, whose first ambition is to share (meta)data
making their processes more effective and transparent. The increasing interest
and involvement of data providers surely represents a genuine witness of the Web
of Data success, but in a longer perspective, the quality of the exposed data will
be one of the most critical issues in the data consumption process. After all, as
discussed in [13], data is only worth its quality.

The research pertaining to Linked Data quality is especially focused on data-
sets [13]. However, one of the most interesting promises that Linked Data makes
is “Linked Data will evolve the current web data into a Global Data Space”,
which implicitly assumes the exploitation of data items coming from different
sources as a whole. In the Linked Data context, this is possible by connecting
information belonging to different sources by way of linksets. It is using con-
nections in linksets that a Linked Data consumer can complete and enrich data
to hand, and as a consequence, the quality of connections (hereinafter linkset
quality) is as critical as the quality of data if we want to keep the Linked Data



promise. This paper addresses linkset quality proposing the linkset importing,
a measure which assesses linksets as good as they improve a dataset with its
interlinked entities’ properties. It extends the linkset quality introduced in [1]
considering a specific kind of linkset: skos:exactMatch linkset, which connects
thesauri exposed as Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) Ontology
in the Linked Data. This type of linkset has been chosen considering the applica-
tion scenarios we are facing in the EU funded project eENVplus (CIP-ICT-PSP
grant No. 325232), where in order to maintain a framework of thesauri for the
environment, we have to deal with a remarkable number of thesauri exposed as
Linked Data[2] and their skos:exactMatch linksets. In that context, we realized
that conspicuous efforts have been spent to interlink thesauri such as GEMET,
EARTh, AGROVOC, EUROVOC, UNESCO, RAMEAU, TheSoz. However, cur-
rently, there is no way to assess what is the real value of these interlinks: how
useful and enriching are the provided linksets?

The paper proposes a method to shed light on this. It formalizes a measure
to estimate how good a linkset is to enrich a thesaurus with the properties values
reachable from its skos:exactMatch-related entities. Although the formalized
linkset quality can be exploited to check the linkset complementation potential in
respect to any property, in this paper, we especially focus on skos:prefLabel

and skos:altLabel. That is because, complementation with respect to these
two properties can be deployed to ease multilingual issues such as incomplete
language coverage1, an issue that is discussed in [12] which affects many of the
most popular SKOS thesauri. As example of application of our linkset importing,
we suggest its adoption in the metadata of published linksets: the assessment
of linkset importing can be provided for every language of interest in order to
inform about how fitting a linkset is to improve the thesaurus multilingualism.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces concepts
on which the paper relies on (i.e., dataset, linkset and complementation of a
dataset via its linkset). Section 3 formalizes the linkset importing quality pro-
viding related indicators and score functions. Section 4 introduces the goal of
our experimentation and explains the methodological and architectural setting
adopted to validate the proposed quality measure. Section 5 discusses the re-
sults of experimentation showing the proposed measure as an effective predictor
for the skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel gain which may be obtained by
complementing thesauri via its skos:exactMatch linksets. Finally, we discuss
related work in Section 6 and the conclusions and future work in Section 7.

2 Basic Concepts

The proposed linkset quality measure is defined starting from the notion of data-
set and linkset provided in the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID)[3].
VoID is a RDF vocabulary commonly adopted for expressing metadata about

1 Incomplete language coverage arises when skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel are
provided in all the expected languages only for a subset of the thesaurus concepts.



RDF datasets exposed as Linked Data. According to VoID, we consider two con-
cepts: dataset and linkset.
A dataset (D), more precisely a void:Dataset, is a set of RDF triples pub-
lished, maintained or aggregated by a single provider.
A linkset (L), more precisely a void:Linkset, is a special kind of dataset con-
taining only RDF links. Each RDF link is an RDF triple (s,p,o), where s, o are
concepts respectively in the subject and object RDF dataset, while p is property
linking s and o, that indicates the type of the link.
RDF links in a linkset should all have the same type, otherwise, the linkset
should be split in distinct linksets. This paper considers skos:exactMatch link-
sets, namely linksets made by RDF skos:exactMatch links. In the context of
SKOS thesauri, skos:exactMatch binds SKOS concepts to have the equivalent
meaning.

In this paper we refer to the notion of thesaurus complementation via a
linkset. Given two thesauri X, Y and a linkset L linking some of the concepts
in X with some of the concepts in Y , we say that X can be complemented with
Y via L and that such complementation results in a third thesaurus identified
with XL. Informally, XL contains all RDF triples of X and the RDF triples
reachable in Y via L. In order to formally define XL, we introduce the predicate
t. Given a dataset D and the RDF triple (s,p,o) the predicate tD(s, p, o) holds
if and only if the triple (s,p,o) is in D. Thus XL is defined as XL = {t | [t =
(s, p, o) ∧ tX(s, p, o)] ∨ [t = (s, p̄, ō) ∧ tL(s, skos:exactMatch, y) ∧ tY (y, p̄, ō)]}.
Notice that, XL and XL ∪ Y usually differ. The former corresponds to X in
which triples induced by the skos:exactMatch have been materialized, while
the latter also include all the triples from Y .

3 Linkset Importing Quality

This section formalizes the linkset importing, a quality measure which assesses
linksets as good as they improve a dataset with its interlinked entities’ properties.
Linkset importing is structured coherently with the well-known quality termi-
nology presented in [4] including quality indicators, scoring functions and
aggregate metrics. Quality indicators are characteristics in datasets and
linksets (e.g., pieces of dataset content, pieces of dataset meta-information, hu-
man ratings) which can give indication about the suitability of a dataset/linkset
for some intended use. In this paper, we define a set of VoID-inspired indica-
tors which provide metadata pertaining to the linkset under analysis (e.g., its
related subject/object datasets). Scoring functions are functions evaluating
quality indicators to measure the suitability of the data for some intended use.
We have formalized linkset importing which measures the percentage of values
that can be imported in subject dataset, from the object dataset, when comple-
menting via a linkset. Aggregate metrics are user-specified metric built upon
scoring functions. These aggregations produce new assessment values through
the average, sum, max, min or threshold functions applied to the set of scoring
functions. In this paper, we do not provide any aggregate metrics.



3.1 Indicators

Taking the sets and notations defined in Table 1, we define the following quality
indicators which are exploited in the formalization of the score functions.

Table 1. Basic Sets deployed in the formalization

Set Definition

D set of void:Dataset

L ⊂ D set of void:Linkset

RDFEntities set of entities exposed as RDF resources in the group of
datasets considered

RDFProperties set of property that can be defined in a RDF/OWL

RDFValues set of typed values that can be defined in a RDF/OWL

RDFTriples set of RDF triples in the form (s,p,o) where s ∈ RDFEntities,
p ∈ Properties, o ∈ RDFEntities ∪ RDFValues

Languages set of language tag adopted in RDF/OWL

Links(L) set of triples tL(∗, ∗, ∗), belonging to the linkset L

Entities(X) set of entities e belonging to the dataset X (i.e.
{e|tX(e, ∗, ∗)})

VoID(L) set of VoID triples describing the linkset L

We present VoID-inspired indicator, a set of indicators that, given a
linkset L, returns respectively: (i) the subject dataset (LSubject(L)); (ii) the
object dataset (LObject(L)).

Definition 1. Let L be a linkset. We define:
LSubject: L → D; LSubject(L)= {X|tVoID(L)(L, (void : subject), X)}
LObject: L → D; LObject(L)= {Y |tVoID(L)(L, (void : object), Y )}

We present the indicator val4Prop which, given a datasets X, a property
p and an entity e in X, returns the property values associated to e. We, then,
specialize the val4Prop indicators for specific languages when p ranges in RDF
literals with language tags.

Definition 2. Let X be an dataset, p be an RDFProperties, and e be an
Entities(X). We define:
val4Prop:D × Entities(X)× RDFProperties→ 2RDFValues∪RDFEntities;
val4PropX(e,p)= {v|tX(e, p, v)}
When p ranges in RDF Literals with language tag, it can be specialized as
follows:
val4Prop:D × Entities(X)× RDFProperties× Language→ 2RDFValues;
val4PropX(e,p, lang)={v@lang|tX(e, p, v@lang)}

Now, we define an operator which given a set of entities returns either the
entities itself or its mapping with respect to a linkset L. When it is applied to
RDF literals it returns the literals without modifications.



Definition 3. Let L be a linkset, X be the LSubject(L), and Y be the LObject(L),
Z a set of RDFValues and RDFEntities. The operator [ ]L is defined as follows:
[ ]L:RDFValues ∪ RDFEntities× L → 2RDFValues∪RDFEntities;
[Z]L={y|(∃l ∈ Links(L) t.c. l=(x, skos:exactMatch,y) ∧ x ∈ X) ∨
((¬∃l ∈ Links(L) t.c. l=(x, skos:exactMatch,y) ∧ x ∈ X)∨x ∈ RDFV alues) ∧
y = x)}

3.2 Scoring functions

In this section, using the indicators presented in the previous section, we are able
to define the importing scoring functions that characterize our linkset quality
measure. The aim of the importing scoring function is to calculate the importing
potential of a linkset L for a property p. Informally, this function evaluates how
many new values for a property p, are distinct from those already existing in
the subject dataset X and can be reachable through L. First of all, we present
the importing scoring function for a single link and then we generalize defining
the average importing scoring function for the whole linkset. In the following we
consider a linkset L, the datasets X and Y , respectively, the subject and object
dataset of L and the property of interest p.

Definition 4. Link importing for property Let e ∈ Entities(X) and l ∈
Links(L). The importing measures the percentage of values for p that can be
imported to e through the link l is defined as follows:

LinkImp4p: L × Entities(X)× RDFProperties× Links(L)→ R+ ∪ {0};

LinkImp4pL(e,p,l) =

{
0 if den 6= 0

LinkImp4pL(e, p, l) otherwise

where

LinkImp4pL(e,p,l) = 1− |val4PropX(e,p)|
|[val4PropX(e,p)]L ∪ val4PropXL([e]{l},p)|︸ ︷︷ ︸

den

Now, we consider the entire linkset.

Definition 5. Average Linkset importing for property. Let L a linkset,
the importing capability of L with respect to p is defined as the average importing
of all links included in L.
AVGLinksetImp4p: L × RDFProperties→ R+ ∪ {0};
AVGLinksetImp4p(L,p) = 1

|Links(L)|∗
∑

e∈{x|tL(x,∗,∗)}l∈Links(L) LinkImp4pL(e,p,l)

Link importing for multilingual literals Multilingualism in literals can
become pivotal depending on the properties considered. For example, when
analysing skos:exactMatch linksets, importing can be applied to skos:prefLabel,
skos:altLabel properties independently from the languages as well as for a
specific set of languages. In order to consider specific languages and to mea-
sure the impact of a property for each of these languages the above formulas
can be rewritten as LinksetImp4p(L,p,lang) by replacing val4PropX(e,p) with
val4PropX(e,p,lang) in Definition 4.



4 Importing Validation

The validation aims at demonstrating the ability of AVGLinksetImp4p, proposed
in Section 3 as measure of quality for linksets, to evaluate the improvement
in completeness of a dataset when this is complemented via linksets related
information. Validation addresses the following research questions:

RQ 1 Does our measure detect linksets that do not bring advantages in term
of completeness of the complemented dataset?

RQ 2 Does our measure detect linksets that bring advantages in term of com-
pleteness of the complemented dataset?

RQ 3 What about the reliability of the our measure results ? When does our
measure provide reliable information for completeness? When is it not reli-
able?

In the following, we introduce the basic concepts of the methodology adopted to
validate the scoring function AVGLinksetImp4p. Then, we present the modular
validation architecture discussing in detail each components and the choices
made.

4.1 Methodology Motivation and Principles

Due to the novelty of the research field of Linked Data quality, there exist, as far
as we know, only a few benchmarks to validate aggregated quality measures and
quality score functions (e.g., lodqa 2 and the LACT link specification 3), and,
unfortunately, none of them can be exploited to answer our research questions.

The validation methodology we have adopted is inspired by the settings used
in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)4 and further improved
in [5] to evaluate ontology matching systems, since it faces similar issues. In fact,
OAEI develops a flexible test generator with an extensible set of alterators which
may be used programmatically for generating different test sets from different
starting ontologies (i.e., seed ontologies) in order to provide a full-coverage of
all the possible different situations that ontology matchers have to face, that
is, the problem space. Test sets in OAEI are developed starting from a seed
ontology, and then creating pairs of altered seed ontology. For each pair of altered
seed ontologies, a reference alignment is provided (a.k.a., the ground truth) and
compared with the alignment provided in output by the matching systems.

Analogously, we define a Test Sets Generator that provides an extensive col-
lection of test sets. Test sets include a seed dataset, several pairs of altered seed
dataset and a linkset for each pair. Thus, we are able to create a significant
number of situations to analyse the problem space. Our research questions in-
vestigate the relation between AVGLinksetImp4p and the completeness of the
complemented dataset, thus, our ground truth, is based on the completeness gain

2 http://lodqa.wbsg.de/
3 https://github.com/LATC/24-7-platform/tree/master/link-specifications
4 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/



reached in the complemented dataset. In order to estimate the completeness, we
consider the seed dataset, which is the most complete dataset at hand, as the
gold standard.

This methodology, as pointed out in [5], might suffer of the following draw-
backs: (i) lack of realism: tests are artificially created to cover a problem space
thus they are not necessary representative of all the issues that can be encoun-
tered in the reality; (ii) lack of variability: it is not possible to vary the seed
and the applied transformations; (iii) lack of discriminability: tests are not
able to really discriminate between matchers, since they are not enough difficult.

Concerning the lack of realism, the goal of our system is to validate our
AVGLinksetImp4p (a.k.a., the linkset importing) analysing its behaviour in the
critical situations which might lead to complementation incompleteness with
respect to some specific properties and considering a specific linkset. Thus, we
limit the problem space to cover the following linkset issues: (i) the linkset does
not provide any importing for the considered properties; (ii) the linkset imports
few properties values; (iii) the linkset imports enough properties values to fill
up the gold standard; (iv) the linkset covers a very limited number of entities
exposed in the datasets.

Lack of variability and discriminability are addressed, as suggested in [5],
developing a flexible, extensible, open architecture5. Our architecture provides a
Test Sets Generator module that, through a fine tuning of parameters, ensures
the possibility to vary the seed dataset and to perform random alteration on
the seed dataset with different precision, with the aim of fully-cover the prob-
lem space. The framework can be extended by third parties to provide further
alterators or seed datasets to enlarge the problem space.

As discussed in Section 1, we focus on SKOS thesauri interlinked with skos:exactMatch

relation, considering the skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel properties of the
SKOS concepts. Since, we want to deal with several SKOS thesauri and skos:exactMatch

linksets within the EU project eENVplus 6.

4.2 A Modular Validation Architecture

In this section we present the validation architecture, shown in Figure 1. It has
been implemented using Java, and in particular the technology provided by Jena
API to manage RDF datasets, and it is made by two main modules: the Test
Sets Generator and the Importing and Completeness Assessment modules.

The Test Sets Generator module performs two essential tasks. First, the
creation, from the seed thesaurus T of the subject and object thesauri and of the
skos:exactMatch linkset between them. T may be real or artificially generated
and it represents the gold standard. Second, the alteration of the subject, object
thesauri and of the linkset to generate several test sets and to possibly provide
a full-coverage of the problem space.

5 The framework is available at http://purl.org/net/linksetq
6 http://www.eenvplus.eu/



Fig. 1. Modular Validation Architecture

The Importing and Completeness Assessment module provides the assess-
ment of AVGLinksetImp4p and of the completeness gain of the complemented
thesaurus with respect to the gold standard.

Test Sets Generation. The goal of these components is to provide an extensive
collection of test sets representative enough to possibly fully-cover the problem
space. This component takes in input a seed thesaurus T, that is elaborated by
the synthetic thesaurus generator module. Such a component duplicates T in two
datasets T XXX and T YYY changing the original namespace in two different
namespaces, in order to have the same concepts with the same properties in both
thesauri. A linkset T L is then generated between them. The datasets T XXX,
T YYY and T L are taken in input by the Test Set Generator module that,
applying some modifications on each of the three creates different test sets.

Importing and Completeness Assessment. This component evaluates the
AVGLinksetImp4p for the linksets in the generated test sets and the complete-
ness gain of the complemented thesaurus with respect to these linksets. It relies
on the notions of (i) Thesaurus values restricted to property p, (ii) Completeness



Table 2. Description of the Test sets generated.

Test 1. Alteration of T XXX. T YYY and T L
do not change. Deletion in subject thesauri:
Test 1.1 : 10% of skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel;
Test 1.2: 30% of skos:prefLabel and 10%
skos:altLabel;
Test 1.3: 60% of prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
Test 1.4: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 0%
skos:altLabel;

Test 2. Alteration of T YYY. T XXX and T L do
not change. Deletion in object thesauri:
Test 2.1: 10% of skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel;
Test 2.2: 30% of skos:prefLabel and 10%
skos:altLabel;
Test 2.3: 60% of prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
Test 2.4: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 0%
skos:altLabel;

Test 3. Alteration of T L, while, T XXX and T YYY do not change. Creation of different linkset
deleting the 10% (Test 3.1), 30% (Test 3.2), 50% (Test 3.3), 90% (Test 3.4), 99% (Test 3.5) and 99.9%
(Test 3.6) of skos:exactMatch

Test 4. Alteration of T XXX and T YYY ; T L does not change. 8 different combinations of 2 sub-
jects, 4 objects and one linkset. Deletions in T XXX :
T XXX 1: 90% of skos:prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
T XXX 2: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel;
and for T YYY :
10% of skos:prefLabel and 10%skos:altLabel;
30% of skos:prefLabel and 10% skos:altLabel;
60% of skos:prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel;
The test sets: (i) Test 4.1/4.2/4.3/4.4 has T XXX 1 as fixed subject thesaurus and change the ob-
ject thesauri; (ii) Test 4.5/4.6/4.7/4.8 has T XXX 2 as fixed subject thesaurus and change the object
thesauri; the linkset T L is the same for all the tests.

Test 5. Alteration: T XXX and T YYY and T L, 48 different combinations of 2 subjects, 4 objects
6 and linksets. Modification for the subject T XXX : (i) T XXX 1: 90% of skos:prefLabel and 50%
skos:altLabel; (ii) T XXX 2 100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel.
Modification for the object T YYY : (i) T YYY 1: 10% of skos:prefLabel and 10%skos:altLabel; (ii)
T YYY 2: 30% of skos:prefLabel and 10% skos:altLabel; (iii) T YYY 3: 60% of skos:prefLabel and
50% skos:altLabel; (iv) T YYY 4: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel.
Modification for the linksetT L deleting: (i) T L 1: 10% of skos:exactMatch ; (ii) T L 2: 30% of
skos:exactMatch ; (iii) T L 3: 50% of skos:exactMatch ; (iv) T L 4: 90% of skos:exactMatch ; (v) T L 5:
99% of skos:exactMatch; (vi) T L 6: 99.9% of skos:exactMatch.
Test sets organized in groups for X=1, . . ., 5 as follows Test5.X groups a sub-set of tests where only
the linkset T L X is fixed, while from Test5.X5.1 to Test5.X5.4 the subject is fixed as T XXX 1 and
the object change from T L 1 to T L 6; and, from Test5.X5.5 to Test5.X5.8 the subject is fixed as
T XXX 2 and the object change from T L 1 to T L 6.

wrt Gold Standard and (iii) Average Completeness Gain wrt Gold Standard. In
the following, we consider the thesauri T , G ∈ D, where T is a subject thesaurus
in one of the test sets, and G is the gold standard. Moreover, the property p
belongs to TPrp={skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel}.

The concepts of restriction of a thesaurus T to a specific property p is the
set of skos:Concept in T having the property p.

Definition 6. (T restricted to property p) The restriction of T wrt the
property p is defined as follows:
T|p= {c | c is a skos:Concept ∧ tT (c,p,*)}

The notion of completeness of a thesaurus with respect to the gold standard,
is derived by property completeness for datasets [13][6], and corresponds to the
comparison between the number of values for the property p in the considered
thesaurus and the number of values for p in the gold standard.

Definition 7. (Completeness wrt Gold Standard) The completeness of T
wrt G for p is defined as follows:

CG(T,G, p) = 1
|G|p|

∑
t∈Entities(T )

|val4PropT (t,p,∗)|
|val4PropG(t,p,∗)|



Using the notion of completeness wrt the gold standard it is immediate to define
the average completeness gain wrt gold standard. The average completeness
gain calculates the increment of completeness of a considered thesaurus after its
complementation using a specific linkset L.

Definition 8. (Average Completeness Gain wrt Gold standard ) Let L
be a linkset, TL the complemented thesaurus. The average completeness gain of
T wrt G for the property p is defined as follows:
AV G CG(G,T, TL, p)= CG(T,G, p)− CG(TL, G, p)

The Importing and Completeness Assessment module takes in input all the
test sets created by the Test Sets Generator. Thus, let consider a test set
TestN, let TestN i=< TestN T XXX i, TestN T L i, TestN T Y Y Y i> (i.e.,
<subject thesaurus, linkset, object thesaurus>), where each of its triples is gen-
erated as described in Table 2. The AVGLinksetImp4p is evaluated directly on
the linksets, considering the triple TestN i. On the other side, the completeness
evaluation requires a further step, the generation of the complementation of the
subject thesaurus TestN T XXX i with the object thesaurus TestN T Y Y Y i
via TestN T L i. We identify with TestN T C XXX the result of the Com-
plementing Module. Then, the Completeness Assessment Module takes in input
the subject thesaurus TestN T XXX i and its complemented TestN T C XXX
and calculates the average completeness gain (AV G CG).

5 Experimental Results

The goal of the experimental evaluation is to investigate the effectiveness of
AVGLinksetImp4p in the evaluation of the average completeness gain (AVG CG)
of a thesaurus complemented via a specific linkset. We analyse the behaviour of
these two functions on the synthetic test sets presented in Table 2. In the set
up of the validation, we have considered the GEneral Multilingual Environment
Thesaurus (GEMET) as seed thesaurus. GEMET is a cc-by licensed thesaurus
which includes 5209 skos:Concepts with skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel

in more than 30 languages. Thus, we have performed the experiments considering
both skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel. However, due to space limitations
and considering that the results obtained for the two properties are consistent,
we present only the result for p =skos:prefLabel.

Figure 2 shows on the x axis all the test sets considered and on the y axis the
values for AVGLinksetImp4p, AVG CG and |Links(L)|/|G|p|. The last function
|Links(L)|/|G|p| is based on the cardinality of the linkset (|Links(L)|) and on the
cardinality of the gold standard restricted to property p (|G|p|). |Links(L)|/|G|p|
derives from linkset completeness [7] and linkset coverage [1], in fact, it represents
the coverage of the linkset wrt the entities in the gold standard with property
values for p.

We can observe that:



Fig. 2. AVGLinksetImp4p, AVG CG and |Links(L)|/|G|p| considering
skos:prefLabel

– the average importing function (i.e., AVGLinksetImp4p) is an upper bound
of the average gain (AVG CG);

– for the whole test sets 1, 2 and 3, AVGLinksetImp4p and AVG CG have
exactly the same value. In particular, in test set 1 we delete information
only in the subject, thus, through the interlinking, that is complete, we
capture in the object dataset all the information necessary to complete the
subject. For test sets 2 and 3, both AVGLinksetImp4p and AVG CG are
zero, in fact, the subject is complete, consequently we do not import any
information. This is an interesting example showing that an high number
of links, 5220 in this case, is not necessarily synonymous with good quality
linkset. In fact, you can have a linkset with a great number of links that do
not bring any advantages in terms of completeness gain;

– AVGLinksetImp4p has an unexpected behaviour for the group of test 5.5 ∗
and 5.6 ∗. In both situations even if the AVG CG is zero the AVGLinksetImp4p
value is high.

To explain the unexpected situation we can look further at Figure 2. It is
clear that the AVG CG is affected by the coverage. A low coverage means few
links import skos:prefLabel values, the consequences are twofolds: (i) a low
AVG CG since for the majority of the considered entities, AVG CG is zero,
because, they are not involved in the interlinking; (ii) on the other hand, these
few links might import a significant percentage of skos:prefLabel values for
single link. In this case, AVGLinksetImp4p is high, but, it is representative only
of a small subset of the entities considered, so it might be misleading for the
completeness gain of the overall complemented thesaurus.

Following these considerations, we decide to normalize AVGLinksetImp4p
using the coverage as coefficient, and to adopt this normalized version as the
linkset importing function, identifying it with NormAVGLinksetImp4p. In
Figure 3 NormAVGLinksetImp4p is compared with AVG CG (with test sets on



Fig. 3. Normalized AVGLinksetImp4p and AVG CG considering skos:prefLabel

the x axis and on the y axis the function values). NormAVGLinksetImp4p is still
an upper bound for AVG CG; it still corresponds exactly to the AVG CG in test
sets 1, 2 and 3, where the complemented thesaurus corresponds to the gold stan-
dard. Besides, referring to the research questions discussed in Section 4: (RQ1)
NormAVGLinksetImp4p is able to foresee when a linkset contributes to a com-
pleteness gain of the complemented thesauri (NormAVGLinksetImp4p>0) and
(RQ2) when it does not (NormAVGLinksetImp4p=0). Concerning the reliabil-
ity of the NormAVGLinksetImp4p results (RQ3), we can say that the precision
of the NormAVGLinksetImp4p depends on how much the complemented the-
saurus property values are near to the gold standard property values. If they
are nearly the same, the precision of NormAVGLinksetImp4p is high, if they are
very different, the precision of NormAVGLinksetImp4p is low.

6 Related work

A recent systematic review of quality assessment for linked data can be found in
the SWJ submission [13] and in the deliverable produced by EU funded project
PlanetData [9]. Both the works review quality dimensions which are traditionally
considered in data and information quality (e.g., availability, timeliness, com-
pleteness, relevancy, availability, consistency) as well as more Linked Data spe-
cific dimensions such as licensing and interlinking. Among the measure reviewed
in these two works, we discuss in this section the measures for completeness and
interlinking which are those more closely related to the contribution of this pa-
per. In [13], completeness is measured in terms of (i) schema completeness, the
degree to which the classes and properties of an ontology are represented [6] [10],
(ii) property completeness, the measure of the missing values for a specific prop-
erty [6], (iii) population completeness, the percentage of all real-world objects
of a particular type that are represented in the datasets [6, 10], These measures



basically correspond to the notions of intensional, extensional and LDS com-
pleteness discussed in [9] and are defined for datasets, not for measuring Linkset
quality. We have considered the property completeness to calculate the quality
gain of the complemented thesaurus. Nevertheless, dataset quality and linkset
quality still measure different things.

More related to our contribution is the framework LINK-QA [7], which is
also discussed in [13] under the interlinking quality dimension. It defines two
network measures specifically designed for Linked Data (Open SameAs chains,
and Description Richness) and three classic network measures (degree, central-
ity, clustering coefficient) for determining whether a set of links improves the
overall quality of linked data. However, our importing substantially differs from
the scoring functions proposed in LINK-QA: (i) LINK-QA works on links in-
dependently from the fact that they are part or not of the same linksets; (ii)
LINK-QA addresses correctness of links, it does not deal with gain in complete-
ness of the complemented7. As pointed out in [13], LINK-QA also proposes an
interlinking completeness which determines the degree to which entities in the
dataset are interlinked. This completeness measure is closely related to our pre-
vious work [1]. [1] proposes a set of scoring functions for assessing owl:sameAs

linkset quality. It strongly relies on the notion of types, namely classes of the en-
tities exposed in a dataset and its related Linksets, and includes (i) linkset type
coverage, which returns the percentage of types in a datasets that have been
also considered in the linkset; (ii) linkset type completeness, which returns the
percentage of mappable types in a datasets that have not yet been considered in
the linksets; (iii) linkset entity coverage for type, which returns what percentage
of entities having a given type in a dataset are also involved in the analysed
linkset. In particular, linkset entity coverage for type specializes the interlinking
completeness proposed in [7], it works out the completeness but grouping entities
according to their type. A measure (|Links(L)|/|G|p|) derived by this coverage
has been applied as multiplicative coefficient to normalize the importing mea-
sure proposed in this paper. Besides, as discussed in the experimentation the
importing measure goes beyond linkset completeness and linkset entity coverage
for type, it measures the contribution in complementation that can carried by
links, not only the extent to which links are available for entities.

A set of quality measures specific for SKOS thesauri relevant for this paper
have been proposed in [12]. The paper summarizes a set of 26 quality issues
for SKOS thesauri and shows how these can be detected and improved by de-
ploying qSKOS [8], PoolParty checker, and Skosify [11]. Among the mentioned
issues, incomplete language coverage is particularly worth for our work. Incom-
plete language coverage arises when the set of language tags used by the literal

7 The quality dimensions addressed by LINK-QA are not explicitly stated. We exclude
that LINK-QA considers completeness, since, it tries to correlate network measures
and bad link detection. Moreover, the gold standard adopted in experimentation
( i.e., the LATC Linkset-specification available at https://github.com/LATC/24-7-
platform/tree/master/link-specifications) provides examples of correct and wrong
links but it does not provide information about linkset completeness.



values linked with a concept are not the same for all concepts. Our measure
assesses the goodness of a linkset when complementing a thesauri to import
further skos:altLabel and skos:prefLabel, and might represent a shortcut
to address incomplete language coverage. Unfortunately, an analysis on linksets
among thesauri is not included in [12]: missing out-links and in-links are adopted
as indicator of SKOS thesaurus quality, but, their potential for thesaurus comple-
mentation and importing of skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel values, when
dealing with incomplete language coverage, is not considered.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we make a step towards the Linked Data quality assessment, a
still open and critical research issue. Our contributions can be considered from
two different points of view. On one hand, we draw attention to the critical
issue of the linkset quality. In fact, we directly address the definition and the
assessment of linkset quality measures, while, the majority of existing works
focus on dataset quality. We provocatively state, that, in the evolution of the
Web of Data into the Global Data Space, linksets should have the same impor-
tance of datasets thus, linksets quality should be considered as an independent
branch of Linked Data quality, and not simply as one of the quality dimensions
in the dataset quality assessment. On the other hand, we take a step towards
in the Linked Data quality assessment. We formalize a linkset quality measure,
the linkset importing function, which evaluates linkset potential when comple-
menting datasets with their interlinked information. We validate our measure on
skos:exactMatch linksets by considering the properties skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel. The validation shows that the normalized version of linkset im-
porting is a good predictor for the skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel com-
pleteness gain in the complemented thesaurus. We provide a modular validation
architecture which is a small open in-house benchmark, that might be extended
in future for evaluating other measures (also provided by third parties) address-
ing a larger problem space. Future work includes the application of our scoring
function on a set of real linksets, i.e., the linksets among environmental thesauri
developed by the EU project eENVplus to evaluate the potential of role these
linksets to improve their multilingual support. Furthermore, a future interesting
issue is the investigation of the behaviour of the normalized average importing
on other kind of linksets (e.g., owl:sameAs).
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